
Wall-Mounted  Computer 
Workstation with  Monitor 
Tilt/Arm -Right/Left  Swivel

Open

Closed

TheClassic Series CXT-28-SVL models  

are designed to increase caregiver  

flexibility and the overall patient  

experience. An innovative swivel  

feature allows caregivers to use

the workstations right from the  

patient’s bedside, optimizing one-

on-one interactions and patient  

satisfaction. When the unit is no  

longer in use, it folds back into

a tidy, compact unit to create a clean  

and open room flow.

Made in the USA

Swivel Design

Depending on the needs of each facility,  
this innovative swivel design can be  
ordered to swivel off of the wall 90  
degrees. This feature gives the user  
optimal flexibility for engaging with  
the patient.

Two Compartment Curved Door Design

The attractive and traditional two  
compartment curved door design  
aids in deflecting collision to the unit,
minimizing damage and possible injury.

Sleek &Secure

The upper lockable compartment stores  
and protects the CPU, cables and power

supply securely. This helps protect  
against equipment damage and provides  
caregivers with an unobstructed  
workspace.

Unit Ventilation

Enhanced ventilation provides  
continuous airflow to protect  
equipment in the CPU compartment  
from overheating.

RecessedStorage

Recessed storage in the main cabinet  
area allows for additional storage of  
accessories like scanners and small  
label printers.

Unique Keyboard & Mouse Storage

Proximity’s cabinets feature unique  
keyboard and mouse storage that  
allows the accessories to dock  
automatically when the workstation is  
closed by the user.

Built toLast

The Classic Series Wall-Mounted  
Computer Workstations feature work  
surfaces designed to hold up to 400 lbs.  
of weight, so even when the workload  
gets heavy, the workstation remains  
unscathed.

Standard Features



Contact us at 800.437.8111 or visit proximitysystems.com.

Frosty White

FusionMaple

Bannister OakFonthillPear

Wild Cherry

Color Options

CXT-6013 (R) CXT-6014 SLIM
SLIM models are  designed with space in mind. Only 5” (10 cm) deep  when closed, these 
workstations are ideal for space  constrained and high-traffic areas in mind.

CXT-6018 shown

CXT-6016 (R) CXT-6018 (L)
Same great swivel features with an Articulating Monitor Arm supports up to 50 lbs

and allows the user to pull the  monitor up to 11” from the back of the cabinet.
Offering 10° tilt and180°rotation.

CXT-6013 shown

CXT-6015 (R) CXT-6017 (L)
This Wall-Mounted Computer  Workstation features a swivel design that allows the work 
surface and  monitor to swivel off the wall 90 degrees. This innovative design makes this  unit

ideal for the high-traffic, multi-purpose areas in your facility. Monitor Tilt Bracket
offers 25° of pan and 13° tilt

Technical Specifications

≤24 “† 28.13”W 
10.38”D  
36” H

400 lbs
13◦ 25◦ Key lock 5 Years

Technical Specifications

≤24 “† 28.13”W 
10.38”D  
36” H

400 lbs
10◦ 180◦ Key lock 5 Years

CXT-60135 shown

† Fits most 24” monitors with normal bezels.  Always confirm monitor size first.

Technical Specifications

≤24 “† 28.13”W 5.38”D 36” H 400 lbs
10◦ 180◦ Key 

lock
5 Years

Brighton Walnut
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